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DUALITY IN TORIC TOPOLOGY

JELENA GRBIĆ AND MATTHEW STANIFORTH

Abstract. We characterise integral Poincaré duality moment-angle complexes
ZK in combinatorial terms of the Alexander duality of the simplicial com-
plex K, and consequently in algebraic terms of the Gorenstein duality of the
Stanley-Reisner ring Z[K]. We extend Poincaré duality results to certain poly-
hedral products using polyhedral join products of simplicial complexes.

1. Introduction

The polyhedral product (X,A)K of topological pairs (Xi, Ai) is a subspace of
the cartesian product

∏

Xi which is specified by the face category of a simplicial
complex K. The homotopy theory of polyhedral product spaces is a rapidly
evolving area of algebraic topology, and the tools of homotopy theory can often be
enhanced using both algebraic and combinatorial techniques when being brought
to bear on the study of polyhedral products.

A polyhedral product of particular interest in Toric Topology is the moment-
angle complex, where (Xi, Ai) = (D2, S1), which comes readily equipped with the
action of a torus. A study of moment-angle complexes and related polyhedral
products not only allows us to gain insight into these spaces themselves, but also
provides us with a framework within which we can investigate an interplay of
homotopy theoretic, algebraic and combinatorial phenomena. In this paper, we
investigate the interaction of duality phenomena in these areas.

An integral Poincaré duality space X is one whose action of its integral coho-
mology algebra on its integral homology satisfies Poincaré duality, that is, there
exists n ∈ N and [µ] ∈ Hn(X) such that the cap product

[µ]⌢ (−):H l(X) −→ Hn−l(X)

is an isomorphism for all l. Any manifold satisfies Poincaré duality, but not
every Poincaré duality space is a manifold. For example, an integral homology
n-manifold, a space with the same integral local homology groups as Rn, satisfies
Poincaré duality. We characterise Poincaré duality moment-angle complexes ZK

in terms of a duality of the underlying simplicial complex K.
A generalised homology n-sphere (GHSn) is a homology n-manifold with the

homology of Sn. In 2015, Fan andWang [6] characterised the simplicial complexes
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K for which the geometric realisation |K| is aGHSn in terms of a duality condition
on the homology and cohomology groups of full subcomplexes of K, which we
refer to as combinatorial Alexander duality. In Theorem 2.3, we show that the
moment-angle complex ZK being a Poincaré duality space is equivalent to the
condition that K exhibits combinatorial Alexander duality. As a corollary of our
result and Cai’s [5] classification of moment-angle manifolds, we obtain that there
are no Poincaré duality moment-angle complexes which are not manifolds.

Duality phenomena are ubiquitous across mathematics, and are not limited to
topology and combinatorics. A duality which appears in commutative algebra
is Gorenstein duality; a property for a d-dimensional Noetherian ring R that is
measured by the functor Extd−t(−, R). The Avramov-Golod Theorem [3, Theo-
rem 3.4.5], equivocates Gorenstein duality of the Stanley-Reisner ring k[K], where
k is a field, with Poincaré of its Tor-algebra. The framework of Toric Topology
allows us to investigate an interplay of Gorenstein duality in the integral Stanley-
Reisner ring Z[K] with topological and combinatorial dualities, in the simplicial
complex K and the moment-angle complex ZK respectively. Paraphrasing Stan-
ley’s result [7] on Gorenstein Stanley-Reisner rings Z[K], in Theorem 2.5 we show
that Poincaré duality in ZK is equivalent to Gorenstein duality in Z[K], realising
an interplay of algebraic, combinatorial and topological dualities. The comple-
ments the result proven by Buchstaber and Panov [4, Theorem 4.6.8] in the case
of coefficients over a field.

As a cartesian product of simplicial complexes is not a simplicial complex,
a polyhedral product (Ki,Li)

K of simplicial pairs (Ki,Li) is not a simplicial
complex. A related notion to the polyhedral product exists, where a simplical
complex, known as the polyhedral join product [8], is constructed as a union of
join products of simplicial complexes. The special cases known as substitution
complexes and composition complexes were studied by Abramyan-Panov [1] and
Ayzenberg [2], respectively. In Theorem 2.7, using the polyhedral join product,
we specify a family of polyhedral products which satisfy Poincaré duality.

2. Duality of ZK and Z[K]

2.1. Preliminaries: The cohomology of ZK. For a positive integer m, a
simplicial complex on the vertex set [m] = {1, ...,m} is a subset of 2[m] which is
closed under taking subsets, and contains the empty set. We allow a simplicial
complex K to contain ghost vertices; that is, we allow that there might exist
i ∈ [m] such that {i} /∈ K.

Definition 2.1. Let K be a simplicial complex on vertex set [m], and denote
by (X,A) = {(Xi, Ai)}

m
i=1 an m-tuple of CW -pairs. The polyhedral product is

defined as

(X,A)K =
⋃

σ∈K

(X,A)σ ⊆
m
∏

i=1

Xi, where (X,A)σ =
m
∏

i=1

Yi, Yi =

{

Xi for i ∈ σ

Ai for i /∈ σ.
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If (Xi, Ai) = (X,A) for all i, we denote the polyhedral product by (X,A)K.
When (Xi, Ai) = (D2, S1) for all i, the polyhedral product is denoted by ZK, and
referred to as the moment-angle complex on K.

We begin with a description of the integral cellular cochain complex C∗(ZK;Z)
due to Panov and Buchstaber [4, Section 4.4].

Let Dm denote the m-dimensional unit ball in Cm. The disk D1 admits a
decomposition into 3 cells: the basepoint ∗, the boundary circle S, and the 2-cell
D.

Taking products, we obtain a cellular decomposition of Dm. A cell e of Dm

is a product of cells of D of the form
∏m

i=1 Yi, where for each i, Yi is either
the basepoint ∗, the 1-cell S or the 2-cell D. This can be phrased in terms of
subsets of [m]. Each cell of Dm corresponds to exactly one pair (J, I) of subsets
J, I ⊆ [m], with J ∩ I = ∅, and this pair characterises unique a cell of Dm. The
subset J corresponds to the 1-cells, I corresponds to the 2-cells, and [m]\(J ∪ I)
corresponds to the 0-cells. We denote the cell corresponding to the pair (J, I) by
κ(J, I). The dimension of such a cell is

dimκ(J, I) = |J |+2|I|.

This CW -structure on Dm induces a sub CW -structure on ZK ⊆ Dm. For
J ⊆ [m], we denote by KJ = {σ ∈ K | σ ⊆ J} the full subcomplex of K on J .
Then, κ(J\σ, σ) ∈ ZK if and only if σ ∈ KJ .

We denote by C∗(K) and C∗(ZK) the simplicial and cellular chain complexes
of K and ZK, respectively. Here and throughout, coefficients are taken to be in
Z, and we observe the convention that C−1(K) ∼= C−1(K) ∼= 〈∅∗〉 = Z. There is
the isomorphism of graded modules

h :
⊕

J⊆[m]

C∗(KJ )
∼=
−−→ C∗(ZK), σ 7→ κ(J\σ, σ)

where the grading on the left hand side is given by degσ = 2|σ|+|J | for σ ∈ KJ .
By theorems of Hochster, Baskakov, Panov and Buchstaber, the map h induces

the isomorphism of cohomology rings [4, Theorem 4.5.7]

(2.1) h∗ : H∗(ZK) ∼=
⊕

J⊆[m]

H̃∗(KJ )

where the ring structure on the right hand side is induced by the cochain-level
Baskakov product

Cp−1(KI)⊗ Cq−1(KJ ) → Cp+q−1(KI∪J), σ∗ ⊗ τ∗ 7→

{

(σ ∪ τ)∗ if I ∩ J = ∅

0 otherwise

where (σ ∪ τ)∗ is zero if σ ∪ τ /∈ KI∪J , and otherwise denotes the cochain dual to
(σ ∪ τ) ∈ C∗(KI∪J ).
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2.2. Poincaré duality of ZK. For d ∈ N, a CW -complex X is an n-Poincaré
duality space if there exists a class [µ] ∈ Hn(X) such that the cap product

[µ]⌢ (−):H l(X) → Hn−l(X)

is an isomorphism for all l. Here, n is referred to as the Poincaré duality-
dimension of X, and [µ] is referred to as the fundamental class.

The characterisation of the structure of the cellular chains and cochains of ZK

in terms of the simplicial chains of full sub-complexes of K allows us to reframe
statements about Poincaré duality of ZK as statements about duality of the
simplicial chains and cochains of full subcomplexes of K.

We start with a description of the cap product in ZK, on the cellular level,
in terms of the combinatorics of the simplicial complex K. We then exploit this
combinatorial description to obtain a characterisation of Poincaré duality of ZK

in terms of K, and also in terms of the Stanley-Reisner ring Z[K].

Proposition 2.2. Let κ(J\σ, σ) ∈ C∗(ZK) and κ( pJ\pσ, pσ)∗ ∈ C∗(ZK), corre-
sponding to simplices σ ∈ KJ and pσ ∈ K pJ , respectively. Then the cap product is
given by

κ(J\σ, σ) ⌢ κ( pJ\pσ, pσ)∗ =











0 pJ * J

0 pσ * σ

κ
´
(J\σ)\( pJ\pσ), σ\pσ

¯
otherwise.

Proof. For any CW -complex, the cellular chain-level cup ⌣ and cap ⌢ products
satisfy

〈α, φ ⌣ ψ〉 = 〈α ⌢ φ,ψ〉

for α ∈ Ck+l(ZK), φ ∈ C l(ZK), ψ ∈ Ck(ZK), where 〈−,−〉 denotes the evaluation
pairing.

Let κ(J\σ, σ) ∈ C∗(ZK) and κ( pJ\pσ, pσ)∗ ∈ C∗(ZK). We write the cap product

κ(J\σ, σ) ⌢ κ( pJ\pσ, pσ)∗ in terms of generators C∗(ZK). For L ⊆ [m] and τ ∈ KL,

the coefficient of a generator κ(L\τ, τ) ∈ C∗(ZK) in κ(J\σ, σ) ⌢ κ( pJ\pσ, pσ)∗ is
given by

〈(κ(J\σ, σ) ⌢ κ( pJ\pσ, pσ)∗), κ(L\τ, τ)∗〉 = 〈(κ(J\σ, σ), κ( pJ\pσ, pσ)∗ ⌣ κ(L\τ, τ)∗〉.

Now,

〈(κ(J\σ, σ), κ( pJ\pσ, pσ)∗ ⌣ κ(L\τ, τ)∗〉 6= 0

is equivalent to

(J\σ, σ) = (( pJ\pσ) ∪ (L\τ), pσ ∪ τ).

Thus κ(J\σ, σ) ⌢ κ( pJ\pσ, pσ)∗ is non-trivial if and only if pJ\pσ ⊆ J\σ and pσ ⊆ σ,

whence κ(J\σ, σ) ⌢ κ( pJ\pσ, pσ)∗ = κ((J\σ)\( pJ\pσ), σ\pσ).
�
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We show that n-Poincaré duality spaces ZK are characterised by a duality in
K referred to as combinatorial Alexander duality. A space X is a GHSn if it is a
homology n-manifold with the homology of Sn. Fan and Wang [6, Theorem 3.4]
showed that for K a simplicial complex of dimension n on vertex set [m], K is a
GHSn if and only if

H̃ l(KJ ) ∼= H̃n−l−1(K[m]\J)

for all J ⊆ [m], 0 ≤ l ≤ n. In this case we say that K has n-dimensional
combinatorial Alexander duality.

We are now ready to give our combinatorial classification of Poincaré duality
moment-angle complexes.

Theorem 2.3. Let K be a simplicial complex on [m] with non-trivial cohomology.
Then ZK is an (n+m)-Poincaré duality space if and only if K satisfies (n− 1)-
dimensional combinatorial Alexander duality.

Proof. The sufficient implication is settled by a result of Cai [5, Corollary 2.10];
if K satisfies (n − 1)-dimensional combinatorial Alexander duality and has non-
trivial cohomology, then ZK is an (n+m)-dimensional manifold.

We show the necessary implication. Let K be a simplicial complex on [m],
with non-trivial cohomology, and suppose that ZK is an (n+m)-Poincaré duality
space. We show first that K has the homology of Sn−1. We subsequently utilise
this fact in showing that a certain chain is a representative of the fundamental
class [µ] ∈ Hn+m(ZK).

As the simplicial complex K has non-trivial cohomology, for some l, there
exists 0 6= [τ ] ∈ H̃ l(K). Let τ =

∑

j αjτ
∗
j , where τ∗j ∈ C l(K) are basis cochains,

corresponding to simplices τj. We show that l must equal n− 1.
The image of [τ ] under isomorphism (2.1) is the class

h∗([τ ]) =

»
–∑

j

Ajκ([m]\τj , τj)
∗

fi
fl ∈ H l+m+1(ZK)

where Aj = sgn(τj , [m])αj .
Let 0 6= [µ] ∈ Hn+m(ZK) denote the fundamental class, represented by µ =

∑

i aiκ(Ji\σi, σi). We evaluate the product

0 6= [µ]⌢ h∗([τ ]) =

»
–∑

i,j

aiAj pκ(Ji\σi, σi)⌢ κ([m]\τj , τj)
∗q

fi
fl ∈ Hn−(l+1)(ZK).

By Proposition 2.2,

κ(Ji\σi, σi)⌢ κ([m]\τj , τj)
∗ 6= 0

implies that

τj ⊆ σi, and [m]\τj ⊆ Ji\σi

and therefore

Ji = [m] and τj = σi.
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Thus, the non-triviality of κ(Ji\σi, σi)⌢ κ([m]\τj , τj)
∗ implies that

κ(Ji\σi, σi)⌢ κ([m]\τj , τj)
∗ = κ(∅, ∅).

Therefore

[µ]⌢ h∗([τ ]) =

»
–∑

i,j

sgn(τj, [m])aiατj pκ(Ji\σi, σi)⌢ κ([m]\τj , τj)
∗q

fi
fl

= rAκ(∅, ∅)s ∈ H0(ZK)

where A 6= 0. It follows that h∗([τ ]) ∈ Hn+m(ZK), so that [τ ] ∈ H̃n−1(K) by the
definition of the isomorphism h∗.

We have obtained that the (n− 1)-st cohomology group of K is the only non-

trivial cohomology group. It remains to show that H̃n−1(K) ∼= Z. By Poincaré

duality, we have that Hn+m(ZK) ∼= H0(ZK) ∼= Z. By (2.1), H̃n−1(K) includes into
Hn+m(ZK) ∼= Z as a component of a direct sum. It follows that h∗:Hn+m(ZK) →
H̃n−1(K) ∼= Z is an isomorphism. Therefore K has the homology of Sn−1, as
claimed. It follows that the fundamental class [µ] ∈ Hn+m(ZK) can be represented
by a cellular chain of the form µ =

∑

i aiκ([m]\σi, σi).
We now show that K has combinatorial Alexander duality, that is, for any

J ⊆ [m], and 0 ≤ l ≤ n+m,

H̃ l(KJ ) ∼= H̃n−l−2(K[m]\J ).

By Poincaré duality, we have the sequence of isomorphisms
⊕

J⊆[m]

H̃ l̂−|J |−1(KJ) ∼= H l̂(ZK) ∼= H
n+m−l̂

(ZK) ∼=
⊕

L⊆[m]

H̃(n+m−l̂)−|L|−1(KL)

given by the composition (h∗)
−1◦([µ] ⌢ (−))◦h∗, where [µ] ∈ Hn+m(ZK) denotes

the fundamental class of ZK. Substituting pl = l + |J |+1,
⊕

J⊆[m]

H̃ l(KJ ) ∼= H l+|J |+1(ZK) ∼= Hn+m−(l+|J |+1)(ZK) ∼=
⊕

L⊆[m]

H̃n+m−l−|J |−|L|−2(KL).

Denoting the composite isomorphism by Φ, we show that Φ respects the direct
sum decompositions. In particular, for all J ⊆ [m],

Φ(H̃ l(KJ )) ⊆ H̃n+m−l−|J |−([m]−|J |)−2(K[m]\J) = H̃n−l−2(K[m]\J ).

Suppose that for J ⊆ [m], KJ has non-trivial cohomology. Otherwise, the

statement follows vacuously. Let 0 6= [τ ] ∈ H̃ l(KJ ) with representative cochain
τ =

∑

j αjτ
∗
j . Then

h∗([τ ]) =

»
–∑

j

sgn(τj , J)αjκ(J\τj , τj)
∗

fi
fl ∈ H l+|J |+1(ZK).

Let [µ] denote the fundamental class of ZK with representative chain µ =
∑

i aiκ([m]\σi, σi).
Evaluating the cap product gives
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[µ]⌢ hc([τ ]) =

»
–∑

i,j

sgn(τj, J)aiαjκ([m]\σi, σi)⌢ κ(J\τj , τj)
∗

fi
fl

=

»
–∑

î,ĵ

Aî,ĵκ([m]\σî, σî)⌢ κ(J\τĵ , τĵ)
∗

fi
fl

=

»
–∑

î,ĵ

Aî,ĵκ(([m]\σî)\(J\τĵ), σî\τj)

fi
fl

=

»
–∑

î,ĵ

Aî,ĵκ(([m]\J)\(σî\τĵ), σî\τj)

fi
fl ∈ Hn+m−(l+|J |+1)(ZK)

where î, ĵ are the pairs for which the cap product κ([m]\σî, σî)⌢ κ(J\τĵ , τĵ)
∗ is

non-trivial, and Aî,ĵ = sgn(τj , J)aiαj 6= 0. The last equality follows since both J

and σi contain τj, and J ∩ σi = τj since the cap product is non-trivial.
The image of [µ]⌢ h∗([τ ]) under the inverse of the homology isomorphism of

(2.1) is

(h∗)
−1([µ]⌢ hc([τ ]) =

»
–∑

î,ĵ

A
î,ĵ
σ
î
\τ

ĵ

fi
fl ∈ H̃n−l−2(K[m]\J).

We therefore have that under the composition of isomorphisms

(hh)
−1 ◦ ([µ]⌢ (−)) ◦ hc:

⊕

J⊆[m]

H̃ l−|J |−1(KJ) →
⊕

L⊆[m]

H̃(n+m−l)−|L|−1(KL)

the image of each of the groups H̃ l(KJ ) is contained in H̃n−l−2(K[m]\J ). These
groups are therefore isomorphic, and K therefore satisfies (n − 1)-dimensional
combinatorial Alexander duality.

�

We obtain a relation between Poincaré duality of moment-angle complexes and
combinatorial Alexander duality of simplicial complexes, and conclude that there
are no Poincaré duality moment-angle complexes which are not manifolds.

Corollary 2.4. Let K be a simplicial complex on [m] with non-trivial cohomology.
Then the following are equivalent:

i) ZK is an (n+m)-Poincaré duality space over Z
ii) K has (n− 1)-dimensional combinatorial Alexander duality
iii) ZK is an (n+m)-dimension manifold.

�
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2.3. Gorenstein duality of Z[K]. A Noetherian ring satisfies Gorenstein dual-
ity if its localisation at every maximal ideal exhibits a certain form of self duality.
In this paper, we relate the Gorenstein duality of Stanley-Reisner rings of sim-
plicial complexes to Poincare dulaity of moment-angel complexes ZK.

Let K be a simplicial complex on vertex set [m], and R a commutative ring.
The Stanley-Reisner ring is

R[K] = R[v1, ..., vm]/IK
where

IK = (vi1 ...vij | {i1, ..., ij} /∈ K)

is the Stanley-Reisner ideal, that is, the ideal generated by monomials corre-
sponding to missing faces of K.

By a result of Stanley [7, Theorem 5.1], the Stanley-Reisner ring Z[K] having
Gorenstein duality is equivalent to K∗ being an integral generalised homology
d-sphere, where K∗ = K{v∈[m] |stK(v)6=K} is the core of K, and d is the dimension
of K∗.

Notice that if K has non-trivial cohomology, then K = K∗. Theorem 2.3
together with Stanley’s [7, Theorem 5.1] relates Poincaré duality of moment-
angle complexes, Gorenstein duality of Stanley-Reisner rings, and combinatorial
Alexander duality of simplicial complexes. We obtain an interplay between alge-
braic, combinatorial and topological dualities.

Theorem 2.5. Let K be a simplicial complex on [m] with non-trivial cohomology.
The following are equivalent:

i) ZK is an (n+m)-Poincaré duality space
ii) K has (n− 1) dimensional combinatorial Alexander duality
iii) Z[K] has Gorenstein duality.

�

2.4. The polyhedral join product. We extend our characterisation of Poincaré
duality in ZK by utilising the polyhedral join product of simplicial complexes.

Definition 2.6. Let K be a simplicial complex on [m], and for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, let
(Ki,Li) be a simplicial pair on [li], where the sets [li] are pairwise disjoint. The
polyhedral join product is the simplicial complex on vertex set [l1] ⊔ ... ⊔ [lm],
defined as

(Ki,Li)
∗K =

⋃

σ∈K

(Ki,Li)
∗σ where (Ki,Li)

∗σ =
m

˚
i=1

Yi, Yi =

{

Ki i ∈ σ

Li otherwise.

Let l =
∑m

i=1 li where li ≥ 1 ∀i, and let (X,A) be an l-tuple of CW complexes,

partitioned into m distinct li tuples with Xi = {Xij}
li
j=1 and Ai = {Aij}

li
j=1. It

was proven by Vidaurre [8, Theorem 2.9] that the polyhedral join product and
the polyhedral product interact in the following way

(2.2) (X,A)(Ki ,Li)
∗K

=
`
(Xi,Ai)

Ki , (Xi,Ai)
Li

˘K
.
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We make use of this fact in extending our classification of Poincaré duality
moment-angle complexes to polyhedral products whose entries are themselves
moment-angle complexes.

Proposition 2.7. Let K be a simplicial complex on [m], and for 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
(Ki,Li) a simplicial pair on [li]. Suppose that the polyhedral join (Ki,Li)

∗K has
non-trivial cohomology. Then the following are equivalent.

i) The polyhedral product (ZKi
,ZLi

)K is a Poincaré duality space.
ii) The polyhedral join product (Ki,Li)

∗K has combinatorial Alexander du-
ality.

iii) The Stanley-Reisner ring Z[(Ki,Li)
∗K)] has Gorenstein duality.

Proof. The equivalence of i) and ii) follows from (2.2) together with Theorem 2.5.
The equivalence of ii) and iii) follows from Theorem 2.5. �

Example 2.8. i) Let K = ∂∆1, and let (K1,L1) = (K2,L2) = ( , ),
where ◦ denotes a ghost vertex. Then (Ki,Li)

∗K is a 6-vertex triangula-
tion of S2, and in particular is a generalised homology sphere, so that

(ZKi
,ZLi

)K = (S3 ×D2, S3 × S1)∂∆
1

is a Poincaré duality space. Indeed, applying (2.2), and realising this
6-vertex triangulation of S2 as ∂∆1 ∗ ∂∆1 ∗ ∂∆1, we have

(S3 ×D2, S3 × S1)∂∆
1

= Z∂∆1 ×Z∂∆1 ×Z∂∆1 = S3 × S3 × S3.

ii) Generalising the previous example, let K = ∂∆1, and let (K1,L1) =
(K2,L2) = (∂∆n−1 ∗ {v}, ∂∆n ∗ {◦}), where ◦ denotes a ghost vertex.
Then (Ki,Li)

∗K is a (2n + 2)-vertex triangulation of the (n+ 1)-sphere,
and thus

(ZKi
,ZLi

)K = (S2n−1 ×D2, S2n−1 × S1)∂∆
1

is a Poincaré duality space.
iii) Let K = ∂∆1 ∗ {j}, (K1,L1) = (K2,L2) = ({v}, {∅}), and (Kj ,Lj) =

( , ∅). Then (Ki,Li)
∗K is a 7-vertex triangulation of S2. Here, (ZK1

,ZL1
) =

(S3, T 2) and (ZK2
,ZL2

) = ((S3 × S4)#5, T 5), so that
´
(S3, T 2), ((S3 × S4)#5, T 5)

¯∆1

is a Poincaré duality space.

These examples demonstrate that there are a variety of polyhedral join prod-
ucts which give rise to Poincaré duality spaces ZK. The classification of polyhe-
dral join products which are generalised homology spheres in the special case of
composition complexes enables us to extend our results on duality. Recall that
composition complexes are the special case of the polyhedral join product where
for all i, Ki = ∆ni , ni ≥ 1. Ayzenberg [2, Theorem 6.6] proved that the com-
position complex K(K1, ...,Km) = (∆ni ,Ki)

∗K is a generalised homology sphere
if and only if K is a generalised homology sphere, for any non-ghost vertex i of
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K, Ki = ∂∆li−1, and for any ghost vertex i of K, Ki is a generalised homology
sphere.

Utilising this result together with (2.2), and the fact that the polyhedral prod-
uct is a homotopy functor [4, Proposition 8.1.1], we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 2.9. Let K be a complex on [m] with no ghost vertices, and let
K1, ...,Km be complexes on [l1], ..., [lm], respectively. Then, (CZKi,ZKi)

K is a
Poincaré duality space if and only if K is a generalised homology sphere, and for
all i, Ki = ∂∆[li]. �

Example 2.10. i) Let K be a simplicial complex on [m]. For 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
let li ≥ 2. Then (CT li , T li)K is a Poincaré duality space if and only if K
consists solely of ghost vertices.

ii) Let K be a simplicial complex on [m], and for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, let li ≥ 1. Then
(D2li , S2li−1)K is a Poincaré duality space if and only if K is a generalised
homology sphere.
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